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Living The 80/20 Way : Work Less, Worry Less, Succeed More, Enjoy MoreNicholas Brealey Publishing, 2005
This compelling book focuses on how to succeed personally and professionally by doing less. The author offers ideas and strategies for minimizing our activities and concerns to lead a "less is more" life.

There is a way to relax, enjoy life, put loved ones first, express yourself to the max, and also achieve your dreams....
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Peer-to-Peer : Harnessing the Power of Disruptive TechnologiesO'Reilly, 2001

	The term "peer-to-peer" has come to be applied to networks that expect end users to contribute their own files, computing time, or other resources to some shared project. Even more interesting than the systems' technical underpinnings are their socially disruptive potential: in various ways they return content, choice, and...
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Moodle E-learning Course DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2006
A complete guide to successful learning using Moodle
 - Straight-forward coverage of installing and using the Moodle system
 - Working with Moodle features in all learning environments
 - A unique course-based approach focuses your attention on designing well structured, interactive, and successful courses
  

  
...
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JavaScript Application CookbookO'Reilly, 1999
Seasoned Java coders will find the JavaScript Application Cookbook compiled just for them. Written in the same vein as the old-style programmer "toolbox" titles, this book sheds the usual tutorial presentation and simply introduces a series of JavaScript applications you can use on your own sites.
 The cookbook begins with...
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Combating Piracy: Intellectual Property Theft and FraudTransaction Publishers, 2006
Manifestations of fraud in the early twenty-first century are showing signs of innovations and adaptation in response to shifting opportunities. This book reports on new analyses of intellectual property theft as its most recent expression. Fraud and piracy of products and ideas have become common as the opportunities to commit them expand, and...
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Digital Television Production: A HandbookArnold, 2002
This is a thoroughly good book for anyone aspiring to learn about the production process. It is presented an a very easy, well illustrated, comprehensive style with no detail spared. -- Viewfinder 20030220    

       This is a step-by-step companion designed to teach the reader how to turn ideas into desirable programs suitable for...
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Strained Hydrocarbons: Beyond the van't Hoff and Le Bel HypothesisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
In clearly structured chapters, this book covers the fascinating world of hydrocarbons, providing an insight into the fundamental principles of chemistry. The monograph covers modern aspects of the topic, such as carbon nanotubes, molecular flask inclusion, and fullerenes, with new synthetic procedures for the build up of the structural lattice...
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Joomla! 1.5 SEOPackt Publishing, 2009
Some sites always appear at the top of a search result while others fail to even make it to the top ten. Wouldn't you want to see your site on the first page of any search result? This is not easily feasible if you are depending solely on the marketing guys whom you hire for SEO.

Joomla! SEO will help you to attract more visitors and...
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1001 Ways to Be Romantic: Author's Annotated EditionSourcebooks, Inc., 1999

	Illustrated with syndicated cartoons Relationships/Self-Help The classic book on creating romantic relationships includes the author's personal notes, funny comments and stories and insightful observations that are literally handwritten in the book's margins. The authors annotated text includes: --Suggestions for how to expand on...
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Robot Builder's Sourcebook : Over 2,500 Sources for Robot PartsMcGraw-Hill, 2002

	This book offers everything the robotics hobbyist needs to learn - what it is - where to get it - how to get started - from the author of "Robot Builder's Bonanza!" Fascinated by the world of robotics but don't know how to tap into the incredible amount of information available on the subject? Clueless as to locating...
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iOS App Development For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	If you’ve got incredible iOS ideas, get this book and bring them to life!


	iOS 7 represents the most significant update to Apple’s mobile operating system since the first iPhone was released, and even the most seasoned app developers are looking for information on how to take advantage of the latest iOS 7 features...
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Advanced Social Media Marketing: How to Lead, Launch, and Manage a Successful Social Media ProgramApress, 2012

	Hundreds of millions of Americans are using social media (SM), and already some 70% of businesses have joined them there, using Facebook and other SM platforms to connect with their customers, and attract new ones. So the real question isn’t whether to take your business onto social media platforms—but how to do it quickly,...
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